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Hydra; Cobra; SPECTRE; your Aunt’s book club; these sinister, secret organizations inltrate and 
conquer societies from within, hiding amongst us in plain sight. They sometimes wait for years, 
even decades before revealing their diabolical schemes, but what's it like to live in the 
world-conquering cult before the grand reveal? For that matter, what's it like to have to wait all 
that time, when you're the cult's least patient member? Say hello to Eddy Righteous, the lovable, 
manic zealot, and most enthusiastic member of (cue ominous music)...Arachnid.
 

EEddy Righteous is an animated comedy for young adults. The series follows the misadventures of 
Eddy, living both in his cult, and in the regular world. Driven by his manic hatred for society, and 
antagonized by conspiracy theorist Garth Olsen, Eddy works to help Arachnid take over the 
planet.
 

TThe world Eddy lives in has two sides to it. The rst is an oppressively happy, shiny, vapid existence 
that Arachnid calls “the world of the light.” This is a world with a lot of sunshine, advertising, and 
politicians promising to keep things perfect. The other side is the dark reality under the surface: 
people who aren’t buying into the happy lie they’ve been fed all their lives. In this world, Arachnid 
and its agents engage in cloak-and-dagger inltration and subversion. Eddy is a walking 
metaphor for this duality: grinding his teeth while putting on a fake smile one second, then 
snapping into over-the-top rage the next.
  

Humor keeps both Humor keeps both realities light-hearted. The world of the light is a none-too-subtle parody of the 
world we live in. Most of the people are straight out of a commercial promising us perfect 
happiness at discount prices. The citizens of the light are in such a haze that their problems, the 
cracks in this reality, just go completely over their heads. No matter how many times Eddy snaps 
out of his complacent façade and yells like a madman, everyone just smiles and assumes he’ll be 
all right once he's properly medicated. The ones who aren’t happy are avatars of apathy or 
selshness: customer service representatives who just stare ahead blankly and repeat company 
linelines, even when their hair is on re, and idiots who demand a refund after forgetting how to press 
the “on” button.
 

The dark side of the world is Arachnid. It is a secret cult that has its followers lying to loved ones, 
blindly following the orders of a shadowy supreme leader, and plotting treason. It also has 
“member of the month” posters, featuring cultists with their faces obscured by their hoods. 
Arachnid’s members are really just ordinary people, going about their daily lives, and taking turns 
to bring snacks to the next cult meeting. Arachnid suffers from minor technical problems you 
would expect IT to handle, and makes announcements you would expect from HR. Nobody is ever 
really hurt or killed by Arachnid, despite Eddy’s endless calls for “liquidations” and ultimate 
destrudestruction.
 

Episodes have three acts. An opening narration from Eddy relates to the theme for each episode, 
followed by a cult meeting where he is given his mission. Eddy’s VO features heavily throughout, 
as he is usually acting alone. A second meeting wraps up Eddy’s mission, and tags reveal bits of 
the larger conspiracy taking place over the season.



Eddy despises everything in the world he sees as stupid, annoying, hypocritical, and/or shallow, which is 
pretty much everything. He also possesses a manic enthusiasm for Arachnid, the organization that has 
promised to undo it all. By day, he works at the US Post Office, suffering the fools of the world. 
Eddy's story of dissolution, isolation, and cult membership is a reection of some of the real problems 
young people sometimes have in our world. Perhaps underneath Eddy's outward zealotry lies a lonely 
young man, who would ultimately rather be accepted by the world than destroy it...
 

NNo. He would rather destroy it. And then set it on re. And then yell at its ashes. And then ask the head of 
Arachnid if he'd done a good job with big, shiny, puppy dog eyes. Eddy's comic zealotry makes him a 
parody of cultists we can all laugh at, and Arachnid is the only sense of belonging he needs.
 

WWhile Eddy considers himself the most worthy servant of Arachnid, and will go to absurd lengths to win its 
praise, he has rarely succeeded by himself. He leaps before he looks a lot, and frequently needs to call on 
fellow agents to assist him in his missions. His ego makes this difficult to admit, but his loyalty to Arachnid 
and his fellow members means he can grudgingly swallow his pride to offer thanks when necessary. 
 

DDespite his self-defeating nature, Eddy possesses decent skill in subterfuge. He has also picked up useful 
skills from his time in the post office, including knowledge of the government's inner workings, the ability 
to blend in anywhere as a delivery man, and turning all forms of stationary into deadly(-ish) weapons.



Olsen is a former member of the FBI. He's a paranoid conspiracy theorist whose crazy ideas have 
left him a pariah. He would do anything if it just meant someone would believe him. Fortunately, 
or unfortunately for him, he's nally picked up on a real conspiracy: Arachnid. Olsen is Eddy's chief 
rival, scrutinizing everything he does and working tirelessly to expose him. While Olsen will always 
oppose the goals of Arachnid, he often nds himself unknowingly sharing Eddy's disgust with a 
world that's too stupid and distracted to believe him.



The Cultists
 

AAll the other members of Arachnid seem like Sunday cult-goers compared to Eddy. While they 
serve as a sort of hum-drum foil to his insane energy, they do have genuine gripes with the world 
they believe Arachnid will solve. They come from every walk of life, and from every age, ethnic, 
and social group; a testament to the problems with the world and the lure of Arachnid. As more of 
their identities are revealed over the course of the show, we will get to know more about why they 
joined the cult. Although they sometimes tire of Eddy's antics, Arachnid is a family, and they treat 
him as a true brother.
  

Their robes hide their faces, save for their eye shape, and also give us a rough idea of their body 
type. Throughout the series, Arachnid agents will be in the background of Eddy’s adventures. 
Sometimes they will be known to us, but other times, they will just be blending in.
Among others, members of Arachnid include:
 

Ellen Horowitz, aka Leopard: the nice old lady who bakes cookies for meetings.
DanDanny Stevens, aka Daffodil: the giant tness instructor.
Glory Rose, aka Shoebox: the African American lady with giant, pink ngernails.
Bastian Desoto, aka Aluminum: the college professor with big, round glasses.
Roger McCorbin, aka Evergreen: the sailor man with one eye and a pirate accent.
Stephanie Smith, aka Keyboard: the archetypal sorority girl.
Walter Yu, aka Noise: the archetypal computer nerd.

 

KKeeper
 

"Keeper" is the code name for the leader of Eddy's Arachnid chapter. Keeper is the only one who 
knows who everyone else is; members' identities are mostly kept hidden even from each other. 
He's diligent, organized, and always working to keep Eddy and the other cultists focused.

 

Lilly
  

Lilly is Lilly is Eddy's neighbor. She's always wearing a smile, but she's much more down-to-earth than 
the shallow, annoying people Eddy despises. She's interested in Eddy, but can't quite get him to 
pay any attention to her. Unbeknownst to Eddy, Lilly has her own dark, crazed side to her 
personality. She despises society as well, and experiences a psychotic sort of joy about 
undermining it. Eddy nds this attractive. Later in the series, it is revealed that she is part of an 
equivalent secret organization, Scylla. The organizations enter a cold war, and Eddy and Lilly nd 
themselves in a spy-vs-spy romance.



Episodes:
 

Pilot
 

EEddy introduces us to the world of the light, and the world of Arachnid. After a cult meeting, he is 
told by Keeper that due to his wild antics, he is on the verge of suffering a most ominous fate: 
being put under formal review by Arachnid. He is given a mission to prove his usefulness: to 
deliver a letter covertly through the post office.
 

GGarth makes his debut, and stumbles on Eddy’s mission. The two do battle over the mysterious 
letter, but Eddy succeeds when Sister Keyboard steps in to help him. In the next meeting, he 
praises himself, is made to thank his fellow agent for the assist, and all is well.

 

Shine Off
 

EEddy demands that Arachnid take on the most annoying example of the failed world of the light: 
Shine Co. Shine Co manufactures household and office products that are, simply, shiny. Their 
newest product is a spray that makes anything shiny. Eddy is alarmed to see that various members 
of the cult are already using the spray. Although Keeper doesn’t give him any help, Brother 
Daffodil volunteers to help Eddy. It is revealed that Daffodil’s wife is a consumer of Shine Co, and 
Daffodil can’t take it anymore. 
 

TThe two of them successfully inltrate the company’s headquarters, and leak a secret document 
showing that Shine Co knew its spray can cause cosmetic skin problems. At the next meeting, 
other members have mixed feelings about what Eddy and Daffodil have done, but still 
congratulate them.

 

Family Cries
 

EEddy is ordered by Arachnid to do something he swore he would never do: help his father, 
Senator Righteous. The Senator is running for reelection, and needs his son to act like part of a 
loving, normal family. Eddy despises his father more than any other human being, but grins and 
bears it for Arachnid. Olsen inltrates the press core and hounds Eddy. Eddy reunites with his 
mother as well, but discovers that although she seems like a happy career housewife, she’s 
actually repressed and bored with her life. She used to be a rainbow-wearing hippy with passion 
and adventure. 
  

Eddy has to choose between helping his mother free herself from the connes of her dull 
marriage, and helping Arachnid propel Senator Righteous forward. Eddy helps his mother, and 
she shows up at a campaign rally wearing her old hippy outt, freely expressing herself. Eddy 
thinks he’s failed Arachnid, but the polls show that Mrs. Righteous’s unexpected antics energized 
young voters, and the Senator will be reelected. Eddy takes full credit for his “ingenious plan” at 
the next meeting, and gets praised.



Episodes:
 

The Other Side
 

Olsen manages Olsen manages to steal evidence of Eddy’s involvement in Arachnid from his house. Eddy chases 
him, but Olsen gets away, and swears he will expose Eddy to the FBI. Unable to get Keeper on the 
phone, or contact any other Arachnid members, Eddy must inltrate the FBI himself.
 

AAt the agency, Olsen arrives to show his evidence, but realizes that his old rival, McMann, is the 
new director. McMann mocks Olsen, and says he is just having the agency ght battles that make 
him look good. He also says that while Olsen can give his report, scheduled for later that day, it’s a 
pity meeting, and nothing will come of it. Olsen sees that Eddy has inltrated the FBI in the ruse of 
delivering packages. He can’t get the other agents to go after Eddy, so he must repel Eddy’s 
attempts at stealing his evidence alone. In the end Eddy manages to replace the evidence with 
something else. Olsen’s report is a failure, and he’s humiliated. Seeing McMann mock Olsen for 
believing inbelieving in “stupid, secret organizations,” however, Eddy hates the new director as well, and pities 
his rival. Unknown to Olsen, Eddy tampers with evidence one last time, and frames McMann for an 
embarrassing crime.
 

All is Fair…
 

Keeper tells Eddy that he’s not doing enough to blend in with society, and must improve his 
public image. There are several ways to do it, and Eddy choses to publicly socialize – on a date. 
Just when Lilly is wondering if she’ll ever get his attention, he asks her out. The date is choppy at 
rst, especially when Eddy realizes they’re being tailed by Olsen. Also, while Eddy explodes at 
everything that bothers him with the public world, Lilly seems to be barely holding back her own 
frustrations with the same things. Seeing him explode makes her feel better. She also confesses 
that she likes to prank people doing things that Eddy hates, which he appreciates.
  

Olsen causes a sOlsen causes a scene that pulls Eddy into a ght, and when Lilly tries to stop it, Eddy snaps at her. 
Eddy apologizes to Lilly, and asks why she likes him at all. She says she likes his honesty – he’s 
never afraid to express how he feels when it counts. That strikes a chord with him, but he isn’t sure 
if he can be truly honest with her when it counts – about Arachnid. Then, Olsen jumps in one 
more time, and before Eddy can intervene, Lilly nally snaps. She throws Olsen down a hill, and 
destroys his camera with manic joy. Composing herself, Lilly tries to apologize, but Eddy stops her 
and says she’s the most beautiful woman he’s ever met. They kiss for the rst time, and Eddy says 
he has a he has a great idea. They set re to the car of someone they both hated earlier on the date, and 
laugh manically together as it burns. 
 

At the next meeting, Eddy reports how great his date was, and other cultists are worried about the 
idea that there would actually be a woman he could connect with. The episode ends with Lilly in 
her home. She answers the phone, and tells a mysterious person on the line that nothing is 
wrong; Eddy doesn’t suspect a thing.



Episodes:
 

All Hail…Who?
 

TThe day has come. Arachnid has spent months inltrating a news station, and is prepared to take 
the building by force. Once they do, they will send out a broadcast on public television ordering 
the rest of Arachnid to launch a coordinated attack on the world. All the members are given 
uniforms and masks that change their voices. When they raid the building, however, they nd 
another group of masked individuals raiding it at the same time. Arachnid has just met Scylla, 
their unknown equivalent cult. 
 

TThe two sides square off, and call headquarters for instructions. Eddy is sent to take control of the 
antenna on the roof, but nds a Scylla agent in his way. As they ght, the other members in the 
building get to talking about their respective organizations, noting that they seem identical in all 
but name and color scheme. They also realize that since both organizations have inltrated half 
the staff of the station, there aren’t any civilians to deal with…or anyone who knows how to 
actually operate the equipment. 
 

On the On the roof, Eddy’s mask is knocked off. His opponent is stunned, and takes off his mask, revealing 
himself as…Lilly. Neither of them knew the truth about each other. They realize more than ever 
how much they are alike, but they tragically must ght. Just before they kill each other, Arachnid 
and Scylla both call off the attack. It’s an awkward moment for them, but they promise that they 
will take mercy on the other when they achieve nal victory. 
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